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Abstract The detection capability of microresonating sensors
is decided by the resonant properties (mass sensitivity and
quality factor) because the microresonating sensors have detection principle that the target material of small amount
quantitatively detect by measuring the resonant properties
change of microresonators. Mass sensitivity is important factor to evaluate minimum detectable mass of microresonating
sensors. For the biomolecule detection in liquid,
microresonaotrs have to keep the quality factor that can discriminate small frequency change when the liquid sample
injected on the microresonating sensors. In order to study
mass sensitivity and quality factor of the fabricated
microdiaphragm sensors, Pt thin film with different thicknesses are deposited on the our Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3 layerembedded microdiaphragm sensors. Increasing the mass sensitivity ranging from 1.68 to 36.61 Hz/ng which is found with
the decreasing the width of squared microdiaphragms ranging
900 to 300 μm. The mass sensitivity of our microdiaphragm
sensor stands comparison with microcantilever sensor of
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length scale of 200~300 μm. Moreover, we find that the
quality factor is kept on more than 23 that was ten times better
than microcantilever resonating sensor with length scale of
200 μm.
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1 Introduction
Over the past few decades, there have been growing efforts to
develop versatile sensor platforms with excellent sensing performance that are capable of detecting the specific biomolecules in liquid samples [1–3]. In terms of new disease diagnosis paradigm that moving diagnosis from bench to bedside,
highly sensitive biomolecule detection system based on the
portable biosensor has been spotlighted. Micro/nano-electromechanical system (MEMS/NEMS) technology provides new
opportunities for the development of portable biosensors with
improved [4–7]. Advances in micro/nano-fabrication technologies allow sensor development operated in range of micro/
nano-meter.
In general, microresonating sensors based on the
MEMS/NEMS technology have been widely used as gravimetric analysis tool for the detection of biological elements
such as disease-related protein, DNA with specific sequences,
and various other biocompounds [8, 9]. Microresonators are
able to quantitatively detect the specific targets in liquid
matrices by monitoring the resonant frequency variance of
recognition elements formed resonators. When the specific
targets bind to the recognition elements of a microresonating
sensor, the resonant frequency of the microresonating sensor
is decreased in the lower frequency range caused by mass
loading because the resonant frequency of microresonators is
inversely proportional to the square root of the resonator mass

